Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
mode

1.
2.

n. [a way of doing something] manner, style
n. [current or latest fashion or style] fashion; vogue;
convention; rage. adj. modish

modulate

1.

v. [to vary, usually to lower degree, the pitch, intensity, etc.
of the voice] inflect; temper
v. [to adjust the time, amount, degree, or rate of something]
regulate
v. [to change from one key to another in music]

2.
3.
mollify ®

1. v. [to quieten someone who is angry] soothe; appease;
assuage; placate; pacify
2. v. [to lessen (pain, suffering, etc.)] alleviate; ameliorate;
diminish

1. nettle; provoke; irritate;
vex; antagonize; harry;
pique; harrow; rankle
2. intensify; exacerbate

Analogy:
mollification : soothe :: indemnity : secure
mollify : anger :: hearten : dejection
molt

v. [to shed or cast off hair, skin or feathers, of animals] slough;
shed

molten

adj. [melted or liquefied by heat] melted; fused; liquefied

monetary

adj. [pertaining to money] pecuniary; fiscal; financial

monumental

adj. [huge or imposing in size or bulk] enormous; massive;
monolithic

moribund

1.
2.

adj. [dying or at the point of death] expiring
adj. [not growing or changing] stagnant

fledge

1.
2.

living; viable; nascent
robust

Analogy: moribund : dead :: tangible :: definite
morose ®

adj. [having a sad and irritable disposition] sullen; saturnine;
glum; glowering; dour; sulky; moody

mortician

n. [one who manages funerals] undertaker

mosaic

1.
2.

n. [a picture or design made by inlaying small bits of colored
stone, glass or tile in mortar] parquetry
adj. [decorated with small bits of colored glass or stone
fitted together] tessellated

motif

n. [the main element or idea that is repeated in a literary or
artistic work] theme

motley

1.
2.

jocose; jocund; cheerful;
sanguine

adj. [having many colours or patches of color]
multicoloured; piebald; pied; varicolored
adj. [composed of many different or clashing elements]
heterogeneous; mixed; assorted

motto

n. [a favourite saying or phrase of a sect or political group]
slogan; shibboleth

muggy

adj. [hot and damp (weather)] steamy; sticky; humid; sultry

mundane ®

1. adj. [ordinary] commonplace; quotidian
2. adj. [worldly, not spiritual] temporal; secular; earthly

mural

n. [a large painting directly painted on a wall]
Related Words:
fresco: n. method of painting on the wet plaster of a wall or
ceiling using watercolor paints
Analogy: mural : wall :: petroglyph : rock

1.

colorless

2.

homogeneous;
unique

1. extraordinary; weird
2. spiritual; unearthly

